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snapping photographs of celebrities too, as stars regularly visit
the canteen on the premises.

For a more detailed look at the industry, tour companies such
as Viator, Mumbai Film City Tours and Thrillophilia offer group
tours giving insight into different aspects of Indian film-making,
including its history and growth, the technical processes of editing
and dubbing, and iconic movie locations. As in Los Angeles, you
can also take a tour of the lavish, or sometimes humble, homes
where some of India’s top cinema stars live or were born. Khaki
Tours and the Mumbai Darshan Tour (run by Maharashtra
Tourism) are reliable options.

Hit the Mumbai theatre trail
Mumbai historians take pride in the fact that the very first In-

dian movie, Raja Harishchandra, filmed in 1913 by Dadasaheb
Phalke using cameras, lights and projectors shipped over from Eu-
rope and America, has its origins in the city. In the heyday of In-
dian cinema that followed the end of WWII, Sandhurst Road -
today occupied by the railway lines of the Harbour local line -
stretched from Girgaum Chowpatty to Dongri, lined with the
grandest movie theatres of its time: the Olympia, the Coronation,
the New Alhambra, the Majestic.

Most of these have vanished, or now stand as forlorn shells,
lost in time, owing to the onslaught of multiplex culture. However,
a handful can still be visited, screening mostly obscure regional
movies, in a setting of decaying art-deco grandeur. Cinephiles
should seek out the Alfred Theatre near Kamathipura, or the nos-
talgically dilapidated Nishant Talkies, New Roshan Talkies and
Moti Talkies, dating from the transition away from silent films, dot-
ted between Grant Road and Sandhurst Road.

To catch newly launched Bollywood movies in a classic theatre
setting, head to the graceful, art deco Regal Cinema on Colaba
Causeway, the rocketship-shaped Eros at Churchgate, or the
Metro INOX Cinema (originally built and run by MGM, the Hol-
lywood Studio), still sitting pretty at Marine Lines. Having com-
pleted the movie theatre trail, tourists can head to the recently
reopened Royal Opera House near Girgaum Chowpatty, an archi-
tectural marvel from 1912. As well as hosting the opera talent of
its day, the place is also credited with being the making of the
Kapoor Khandaan family, the first proper Bollywood dynasty, who
grew up watching stage shows and musicals at the opera house
in the dying days of the Raj.

Juhu Beach is a prime
location for Bollywood song
and dance numbers

Bollywood stars attend the 18th Mumbai Film Festival at the recently reopened Royal Opera House


